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Whether your desire is to just add a little Hypnosis to your Magic and Mentalism
Routines, or your aim is to perform a complete show of Comedy Stage
Hypnotism, this is without doubt one of the most eye opening and educational
packages you will ever invest into.

As well as every element and every Secret, Ploy and Proven Technique being
taught in comprehensive detail within the 300 Pages of this PDF, you will also
gain access and Private Online Viewing Links to over 16+ Hours of Step by Step
Training Videos which if purchased separately from the authors websites would
usually cost you over $497 alone to obtain.

These videos perfectly and visually bring to life every technique taught and
explained within the pages of this PDF which is written by Jonathan Royle one of
the Worlds Most Successful Hypnotists who has to date (July 2014) been
Professionally Hypnotising People all over the world for Over 25 years.

Royle has also arguably been responsible for the training, coaching and
mentoring of more people around the world, that are now Successful Stage
Hypnotists than any other Hypnosis trainer on the planet.

But be warned the Secrets and Approaches you will learn within the 300 Pages
of this PDF and by studying the 16+ Hours of Private Online Training Videos are
bang up to date and unlike anything you will see taught in old and outdated
books by Ormond McGill or on the new craze of "Street Hypnosis" DVDs.

Indeed it would be true to say, that the only resource that is more comprehensive
for learning effective and reliable (and Safe) Stage and Street Hypnosis would be
my DVD set "The Transparency Template" which is also available from this
Magic Dealers website.

Indeed that set will and does compliment this comprehensive, no stone left
unturned Ebook and the 16+ Hours of Videos Perfectly.

Study the contents of this package and you'll be Hypnotising People and
Hypnotically Entertaining them in next to no time!
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(Plus 16+ Hours of Video Access)
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